Abstract
Results

225
The main objective of the present investigation was to quantify neuronal response 226 latencies in primary and non-primary fields of cat auditory cortex. Simple, complex, and AAF was generally observed near the dorsal tip of the anterior ectosylvian sulcus (aes).
245
In contrast, frequency organization between A1 and PAF inverted near the posterior 246 ectosylvian sulcus (pes) (Fig. 2) . The border between A2 and A1 was determined by 247 degradation of tonotopy ventral to A1 (Fig. 2) . DZ borders were differentiated by 248 proximity to the suprasylvian sulcus and lack of activation to simple acoustic stimuli near 249 the dorsal posterior ectosylvian field (dPE) (Fig. 2) . Last, dPE was identified by a lack 250 of response to pure tones (Fig. 2) . In addition to the simple structure of pure tones, the neuronal activity of A1, A2, AAF,
271
and PAF neurons was measured in response to complex acoustic signals. Specifically,
272
white noise bursts were used to determine neuronal response latencies (Fig. 1B) artificial acoustic stimuli lack many of the properties found in naturally occurring sounds.
290
There are however, acoustic signals that can be generated in the laboratory to mimic 291 aspects of sounds occurring in nature. One such stimulus is FM sweeps (Fig. 1C) . as those observed during exposure to short (25 msec) acoustic signals were revealed.
333
In particular, despite changes in signal duration or spectral structure, AAF activation 334 occurred prior to PAF neuronal engagement (Fig. 7) . However; neuronal response 335 patterns across conditions varied considerably. Specifically, noise burst exposure 336 induced early peak activity irrespective of acoustic signal duration (Fig. 7A) 
Systematic activation of auditory cortex
372
The current study revealed an orderly progression of neuronal engagement in auditory
373
cortex. This pattern of activation is consistent with previous studies in rats (Polley et al. early peak of activity despite considerable changes in signal duration (Fig. 7A) . In 405 contrast, FM sweeps were highly sensitive to variations in signal length (Fig. 7B) . with substantial variability in peak response.
488
A second consideration is neuronal receptive field characteristics. Specifically,
489
cortical activity driven by tonal stimulation is influenced by receptive field properties 490 such as threshold and bandwidth. While this analytical concern is valid, it is unlikely 491 that these neuronal response features incited incorrect interpretations of the data.
492
Evidence for this assertion is apparent in the comparable neuronal activation induced by 
